The Financial Foundation Group Expands
in Northern Colorado
FORT COLLINS, Colo., Dec. 27, 2011 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — The past three
years have been tremendous years of growth for the Fort Collins/Loveland
branch of Financial Foundation Group, also known as FFG. This branch has
helped hundreds of clients and developed many upper management staff members
and the office was bursting at the seams. The FFG team had no choice but to
expand into a location with more square footage. The office is still located
in the same building, just down stairs in suite 150, so the location is still
easily accessible to the public.
The Fort Collins Office is spearheaded by the company’s youngest Executive
Director, Aryn Goldman. Goldman is a Colorado native and graduated from
Colorado State University in 2005. Her focus is to continue developing a
family environment at the office that welcomes clients, and hardworking
financial executives at the same time.
“With the focus, dedication, and passion the Loveland staff has for their
clients, it is not surprising how they keep growing,” Ken C. Perrin, Senior
Partner at FFG says. “We are excited to keep expanding in the Northern
Colorado area and making a difference in the lives of our clients.”
The Financial Foundation Group has experienced a phenomenal growth rate over
the past few years and they plan to continue the trend.
“When you combine excellent customer service with in-depth market knowledge,”
Perrin explains, “you have a win-win situation for employees and clients
alike.”
The Financial Foundation Group’s mission is to become a nationwide leader in
the financial services industry. Due to Financial Foundation Group’s
expansion, the Fort Collins office has employment opportunities seeking
motivated individuals to advance rapidly through their management trainee
program to help continue to grow the company.
As an independent financial services company, FFG’s representatives are able
to review each individual client’s needs and offer a wide variety of
different financial products to help achieve their clients’ goals.
The knowledgeable staff at FFG has access to a wide array of investment
products and can provide a combination of growth linked to the stock market
indexes, while ensuring their money from market loss. FFG also assists their
clients with tax advantaged wealth building strategies as well as many
different options to protect their families through the use of life
insurance.
The company’s web site, www.FinancialFoundationGroup.com, has current market
information and summaries for clients to review. It also provides breaking
financial news and the top Associated Press headlines and stories.

For more company information, visit: www.FinancialFoundationGroup.com .
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